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A B S T R A C T

This study presents an analysis of cross-border competition and cooperation between ports in Bangladesh and
India. Nepal and Bhutan are countries without access to seaports — two landlocked countries in South Asia,
depending solely on the Indian port of Kolkata for their international seaborne trade. Alternatives do exist in the
Bangladeshi ports of Chittagong and Mongla but these are not exploited, in spite of trade agreements that allow
access to a third country's port, and/or crossing the land of a third, intermediate, country. We formulate a mixed
integer linear programming optimization model to find the optimum economic benefit of port users (serving
Bhutan, Nepal and Northeast India) and port authorities (Chittagong, Kolkata, Mongla), were Indian and
Bangladeshi ports to cooperate in serving intermodal transhipment traffic. Our results show that port users
would benefit greatly from such a cooperation, in terms of reduced transportation costs, although Kolkata Port
Authority (KPA) would suffer a revenue loss for which it ought to be somehow compensated. Sensitivity analyses
considering equal terminal handling charges (THC) for transhipment container at the three ports, as well as
different capacity and demand volatilities are also carried out, to establish the robustness of any strategic de-
cisions that might be made on the basis of our findings. Finally, we show that inland transportation costs de-
termine container transhipment demand to distant hinterlands, rather than THC at ports.

1. Introduction

Landlocked countries, i.e. countries without direct access to the sea,
rely on their neighbours for access to the international markets of their
imports and exports. Article V of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT, 1994) provides freedom of transit to landlocked countries
through the most convenient routes of accessing World Trade Organi-
zation (WTO) member countries (Sen, Mukhopadhyay, & Gupta, 2011).
Article VIII of the South Asian Free Trade Agreement (SAFTA) also
emphasizes the importance of simple customs procedures, regional
transit facilities, efficient communication systems, and development of
transport infrastructure (Kharel, 2009).

Landlocked countries often face significant challenges including
higher transportation costs, escalating import prices and poor interna-
tional competitiveness of their exports (Frankel & Romer, 1999; Limao
& Venables, 2001; Srinivasan, 1986). As a result of their often pre-
carious socio-economic situation, landlocked countries are also weak
negotiators of bilateral transit agreements, even with the help of in-
ternational organizations such as the United Nations (Nayak, 2016).

Among the 31 landlocked countries in the world, 16 are least devel-
oped, and three of them are in South Asia; namely Afghanistan, Bhutan
and Nepal. With regard to Bhutan and Nepal, which are the subject of
our analysis, bilateral transit agreements with India do exist, but poli-
tical tensions have not so far allowed their effective use (Kharel, 2009).

More specifically, although Bhutan and Nepal could easily use the
Bangladeshi ports of Chittagong and Mongla as an alternative to
Kolkata, this would imply the crossing of Indian territory, for
Bangladesh is surrounded by India in all of its inland borders (Islam,
2008; Kharel, 2009; Nayak, 2016; Rahmatullah, 2009). Indian transit
distances are admittedly short (only about 50 km), but protectionism
and geopolitical disputes1 between Bangladesh and India have been key
inhibitors of the use of this alternative. Transit agreements between
Bangladesh and Nepal and Bangladesh and Bhutan exist since 1976 and
1980 respectively. In 1997, India and Nepal concluded an agreement,
allowing Nepal road transit for its bilateral trade with Bangladesh
(Kharel, 2009). On June 15, 2015, India, Bangladesh, Bhutan, and
Nepal signed a sub-regional Motor Vehicles Agreement to facilitate easy
cargo movement across their borders (Banerjee, 2015, p.2). Despite
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such initiatives, there has been minimum progress on the transit issue,
for both Nepal and Bhutan, due to political tensions and lack of co-
operation among the countries. Moreover, accessibility of Bhutan and
Nepal to the facilities of the port of Kolkata has been decreasing from
2013 to 2016.2 Import and export costs have increased in the case of
Nepal, although stable for Bhutan (see World Bank Development In-
dicators at: data.worldbank.org). The difficulties of Nepal in availing
itself transit through the port of Kolkata are highlighted in many stu-
dies, including Kharel (2009); Nayak (2016); and Saha (2017).

Apart from Nepal and Bhutan, there are regions in India's northeast
which are economically landlocked due to their distance from Indian
ports and (poor) transport infrastructure to the mainland, as well as due
to the physical presence of Bangladesh between them and the port of
Kolkata. These pseudo-landlocked regions of India are known as Seven
Sister States (SSS). Although Article V of WTO does not cover transit
issues of pseudo-landlocked regions, the SSS region of India shares a
long border — along with history and culture — with the Northeast of
Bangladesh. Before the Indo-Pak war of 1965, the region was connected
to the Chittagong Port via inland waterways transport (IWT), and its
trade with rest of the world was facilitated by this port. As IWT is no
longer available (since the 1965 war), the SSS region suffers sig-
nificantly in terms of economic growth, compared to the rest of the
country.

Recently, things appear to be changing. In return for using the ports
of Chittagong and Mongla, as well as the road, rail and inland waterway
transport network of Bangladesh, to transport goods to its north-eastern
region, the Indian government has agreed to allow Bangladesh to use
the Indian transportation network to provide transhipment facilities to
Bhutan and Nepal (Parvez, 2015). Bangladesh has been reluctant in
responding to Indian interests, for a long time, trying to negotiate all
bilateral issues in one package (Islam, 2008). Recently, however, Ban-
gladesh has realized the considerable economic gains that could be
achieved from providing transhipment facility to third countries (Nepal
and Bhutan). At the same time, India has approached Myanmar, ex-
ploring transhipment possibilities to its pseudo-landlocked region. In
spite of its strong ties with China (India's competitor in the region),
Myanmar has shown a certain interest in strengthening bonding be-
tween the two countries. However, the Myanmar route would be far
more expensive for India, due to travel distance, time, capital invest-
ment in infrastructure and bureaucratic procedures.

In this background, we design a transhipment facility problem of a
system serving Nepal, Bhutan and the SSS region of India, using the
ports of Kolkata, Chittagong and Mongla. The model is designed as an
intermodal container transportation network optimization problem, in
view of the required change of transport mode to final destination. As in
Haralambides, Veldman, Van Drunen, and Liu (2011), our objective
here is to establish empirically, whether it could make economic sense
to port users and port authorities to ‘somehow’ cooperate in serving the
landlocked countries and regions.

Such a cooperation could be seen as a port alliance serving partially
overlapping hinterlands; perhaps something of a movement towards the
development of a regional port cluster (Wang, Ng, Lam, & Fu, 2012).
Port clusters are not new, and examples can be found, among others, in
the ports of Pearl River Delta in South China, as well as in the recent
grouping and aggregation of Italian ports. Naturally, alliances among
ports located in different countries are bound to be much more difficult,
both in the short-run (e.g. harmonized transhipment pricing) and in the
long-run (investment planning and port development).

2. Literature review

Multimodal transport refers to an integrated system of moving
goods quickly and seamlessly, from shipper to consignee, by at least two

different transport modes, under a single contract of carriage (UNCTAD,
2001). Intermodal transportation, instead, is a type of multimodal
transportation, from origin to destination, without handling of the
goods themselves or changing the type of their unitization (e.g. con-
tainer) (UNCTAD, 2001). The existence of intermodal transportation
facilities is essential for the integration of ports into global supply chain
networks (Song & Panayides, 2008). Hayut (1981, p.160) describes the
importance of intermodal transportation for ports as follows: […] in-
termodal transportation systems have a profound effect on port structure and
operations, they have modified some of the traditional port functions, and
have introduced new dimensions to port competition, port hierarchy, and
hinterland delineations.

A well-researched concept, relevant to our work here, is that of port
regionalisation. Notteboom and Rodrigue (2005) define port re-
gionalisation as that phase of port development where ports expand
their hinterlands […] through a number of market strategies and policies
that link them more closely to inland distribution centres. Obviously, in-
termodal transportation facilities are again essential to port re-
gionalization (Monios & Wilmsmeier, 2013) which, understandably,
intensifies competition among neighbouring ports serving often distant
albeit overlapping hinterlands (Haralambides, 2017, 2002). The result
of the above trend is the emergence of several multi-port gateway
systems (see Hamburg-Le Havre range of ports in northern Europe),
offering shippers a wide choice of alternatives for the routing of their
cargo.3

The active involvement of port authorities in the development of
their hinterlands (and related logistics facilities) has a significant im-
pact on the port's capability to attract container volumes from distant
hinterlands (Rodrigue & Notteboom, 2006; Van den Berg & De Langen,
2011). This requires the active cooperation and coordination of all port
stakeholders, with intermodal transport operators, inland terminals and
logistics providers playing the core part in the regionalization phase of
a port (Monios & Wilmsmeier, 2013). A good example of hinterland
strategies, as reported by Van den Berg, De Langen, and Costa (2012), is
the initiative of the Port Authority of Barcelona to invest in a rail shuttle
between Barcelona and Lyon, thus capturing market share from a dis-
tant hinterland. The same authors report similar success stories,
through intermodal transhipment network developments, at the ports
of Rotterdam, Antwerp, Gothenburg and Zeebrugge. In general, the
development of intermodal transhipment networks, to serve distant
hinterlands, is evident in Europe (e.g. port authorities of Rotterdam, Le
Havre, Barcelona, Marseille, Lisbon, Antwerp and Copenhagen)
(Donselaar & Kolkman, 2010; Monios & Wilmsmeier, 2013; Notteboom,
2010; Van den Berg et al., 2012) and East-Asia (e.g. port authorities
Shenzhen, Guangzhou) (Liu, Wang, & Yip, 2013).

However, as already mentioned above, the situation is in general
quite different in South Asia. On top of this, being landlocked countries,
Bhutan and Nepal are in need of a better intermodal transport network
to connect them with the ports of their neighbouring countries.
Interestingly, while Nepal is actively looking forward to an alternative
to the port of Kolkata (Islam, 2008; Nayak, 2016), Bhutan seems to be
rather content with its existing transit arrangements with that Indian
port, receiving better treatment than Nepal due to the friendly re-
lationship of the two countries (Kharel, 2009). At the same time, India
also wants access to Bangladeshi ports, to tranship containers to their
landlocked regions in the northeast (Islam, 2008; Sen et al., 2011).
Rahmatullah (2009) has proposed some potential routes, involving rail,
road and inland waterways, to develop an intermodal transportation
network serving the hinterlands of Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and
Nepal. However, while road routes already exist, rail and inland wa-
terways transport is yet to be developed. Hence, assuming a horizontal

2 See https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/IQ.WEF.PORT.XQ for more detail.

3 As noted in Haralambides (2017), there are 147 different ways to ship a bicycle
manufactured in Wuhan, China, to Paris, France, and it makes little difference if it will be
imported via Hamburg, Rotterdam or Antwerp.
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integration among the above mentioned ports of India and Bangladesh,
in the next session we formulate an intermodal freight transhipment
network optimization model considering only road routes. Our objec-
tive is to identify the economic attractiveness of an integrated trans-
portation network in South Asia.

3. Method and data

Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) models can be used in
complex transportation network design problems (Luathep, Sumalee,
Lam, Li, & Lo, 2011). Here, a network optimization model is solved, to
identify the best possible routes for transhipping containers to Nepal,
Bhutan and the Seven Sisters region of India. For route selection in such
transport network settings, shortest path algorithms are typically for-
mulated (Li, Negenborn, & De Schutter, 2015). Here we employ a
nearest neighbour algorithm for solving the shortest path problem.
Benefits to both port users (lower transportation costs) and port au-
thorities (transhipment revenue) are optimized.

3.1. Model formulation

The optimization model can be treated as an origin-destination
problem, where containers, originating from ports, are destined to the
hinterland of a particular country or region. Based on the geographical
location of major Indian and Bangladeshi ports (see Fig. 1), Kolkata Port
(India), Chittagong Port (Bangladesh) and Mongla Port (Bangladesh)
are the most suitable ones for serving the hinterlands of Nepal, Bhutan
and the Seven Sister States of India (Kharel, 2009; Nayak, 2016;
Rahmatullah, 2009; Sen et al., 2011).

Currently, containers are transhipped from Kolkata to Nepal using
both rail and road transport; in the case of Bhutan only road transport is
used, due to the country's underdeveloped rail network (Kharel, 2009).
In 2014, of the total transhipped containers (both import and export) to
and from Nepal, about 60% were transported by road, and 40% by rail

(Taneja, Bimal, & Dayal, 2016). With regard to the export containers of
Nepal via Kolkata, the share of rail transport has increased substantially
in recent years, while road transport still remains dominant for import
containers (Taneja et al., 2016). Rahmatullah (2009) discussed a few
potential rail, road and inland waterway routes, from the ports of
Bangladesh to Nepal and Bhutan. Among those routes, rail ones re-
quired further development, while road routes were already operational
by that time.

The location of inland terminals plays a key role in a transportation
network (Frémont & Franc, 2010; Veenstra, Zuidwijk, & Van Asperen,
2012). Kolkata is already connected, by both road and rail, to an inland
terminal at Birgunj (in the border of Nepal), transhipping containers in
this way. However, in the case where a Bangladeshi port were to serve
Nepal, the inland terminal of Kakarvita, in the Nepal border, could be
used due to the proximity between Bangladesh and Nepal borders (see
Rahmatullah, 2009 for more details). Similarly, to serve the Seven
Sister States of India, Kolkata may connect with any or both of the
inland terminals of Guwahati (India) and Agartala (India), but for
Bangladeshi ports Agartala would be the only feasible option (Sen et al.,
2011). According to the above, intermodal container transhipment
flows are designed as the transhipment network problem depicted in
Fig. 2.

Travel distances between ports and inland terminals are calculated
from Google Maps (map.google.com). Routes are selected — among the
available alternatives in each case — according to the highest ratio of
travel distance over travel time (Google Maps data). Selected routes and
travel distances between origin and intermediate destination (inland
terminal) are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4.

To reach their final destination, containers will be distributed from
the inland terminals at borders to their respective countries (or regions)
(Fig. 2). As discussed earlier, the inland terminals suitable for serving
Nepal and the Seven Sister States could be different for India and
Bangladesh, given that the cost of inland distribution (from different
inland terminals to particular destinations) is different.

Fig. 1. Location of Kolkata, Mongla and Chittagong ports in the maritime network.
Source: OpenStreet Map (www.openstreetmap.org) with authors' modification
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Fig. 2. The transhipment network problem.

Fig. 3. Routes and distances from Kolkata to inland terminals.
Source: Routes from OpenStreet Map (www.openstreetmap.org) with authors' modifications; distances from google maps (map.google.com). Although rail con-
nection exists in (a), only road connections are considered due to lack of rail infrastructure between the port(s) and inland terminals in (b), (c) and (d)
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Due to data limitations, the inland distribution of containers from
their respective inland terminals is treated as a ‘Travelling Salesman
Problem’ (TSP). Before estimating total travel distances of inland dis-
tribution, the major cities in Nepal and Seven Sister States are identified
on the map. The capital cities of each of the Seven Sister States are
identified as major cities (i.e. Guwahati, Itanagar, Dimapur, Imphal,
Aizawl, Agartala and Shillong). For Nepal, the largest five cities based
on population are selected (i.e. Kathmandu, Birgunj, Bharatpur,
Lekhnath and Biratnagar). Subsequently, nearest neighbour heuristics
(see Cover & Hart, 1967 for details) is employed to find the best inland
distribution route from each inland terminal to the respective destina-
tion. Fig. 5(a), (c), (e) and (f) show the initial results of the heuristics,
with room for improvement in (a) and (c). Thus, the “3-opt” (see Alfa,
Heragu, & Chen, 1991 for details) heuristics is applied on the initial
results of nearest neighbour heuristics of (a) and (c), and a great im-
provement in total travel distance can be observed. Results of 3-opt of
the inland distribution from the inland terminals are presented in
Fig. 5(b) and (d). Estimations of travel distances by nearest neighbour
and 3-opt heuristics are shown in Appendix A.

Decisions on the number of containers to be transhipped using a

particular port and route are considered as a MILP optimization model;
its parameters and decision variables are defined as follows:

Sets of indices:
I=the set of available ports, I={Kolkata (K),Chittagong(C),Mongla

(M)};
J= the set of inland terminals, J={Birgunj (B),Kakarvita

(K),Phuentsholing(P),Guwahati(G),Agartala(A)};
K=the set of final destinations of transhipment containers,

K={Nepal(N),Bhutan(B),Seven Sister States(S)};
Parameters:
cij=average cost (per km) of transporting a container from port i to

inland terminal j;
dij=average distance (km) from port i to inland terminal j;
cjk=average cost (per km) of transporting a container from inland

terminal j to final destination k;
djk=average distance (km) from inland terminal j to final desti-

nation k;
hci=handling cost of transhipment container at port i;
pi= total transhipment container capacity at port i;
qk=total transhipment container demand of final destination k;

Fig. 4. Routes and distances from Bangladeshi ports to inland terminals.
Source: Routes from OpenStreet Map (www.openstreetmap.org) and distances based on google maps (map.google.com). Routes represent road connections only due
to underdeveloped rail infrastructure between the port(s) and inland terminals
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mi=minimum number of transhipment container at port i;
N=a big number (e.g. 1,000,000);
Decision variables:
xij=number of containers transported from port i to inland term-

inal j;
xjk=number of containers transported from inland terminal j to

final destination k;

yi=⎧
⎨⎩

if port i transships containers
otherwise

1:
0:

;

A few general assumptions are made to simplify model formulation
as follows:

• Total costs of reaching all three ports from a given regional trans-
hipment hub port are equal.

• No capacity constraints on arcs of transhipment locations, i.e. inland
terminals.

• Costs of transport are the same in both directions. For example, the
costs of trailer transport for the routes Chittagong – Birgunj and

Fig. 5. Container distribution route optimization using heuristics.
Source: OpenStreet Map (www.openstreetmap.org) with authors' modification.
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Birgunj– Chittagong are equal.

Finally, the MILP model of container transhipment flow is for-
mulated as follows:

Objective function(s):

(a) minimizing user costs:

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑= ∗ ∗ + ∗ ∗ + ∗
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈

Min Z c d x c d x hc x( ) ( ) ( )
i I j J

ij ij ij
j J k K

jk jk jk
i I j J

i ij1

(b) maximizing port transhipment revenue:

∑ ∑= ∗
∈ ∈

Min Z hc x( )
i I j J

i ij2

Subject to:
Capacity constraints:
The number of transhipment containers handled at a port must not

exceed the total container handling capacity of the port. Therefore,

∑ ≤ ∀ ∈
∈

x p i I,
i I

ij i

A port can serve its respective inland terminals and their hinter-
lands, only if the port will be actively transhipping containers. For in-
stance, currently only Kolkata is serving the hinterlands in question, but
we compare scenarios, when all ports are serving the concerned hin-
terlands together and when they are not.

∑ − ≤ ∀ ∈
∈

x Ny i I0,
i I

ij i

For simplicity, it is assumed that a port will be actively serving its
respective inland terminal (as shown in Fig. 2) only if a minimum of
1500 TEUs are transhipped annually through that port.

∑ − ≥ ∀ ∈
∈

x m y i I0,
i I

ij i i

All containers transported to inland terminals of respective hinter-
lands must be transported to their respective hinterlands.

∑ ∑− = ∀ ∈ ∈
∈ ∈

x x i I j J0, ,
i I

ij
j J

jk

Demand constraints:
The total number of transhipment containers from inland terminals

to a final destination must be higher than the demand for transhipment
containers at the destination. Therefore,

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

x q k K,
k K

jk k

Other constraints:

≥ ∀ ∈ ∈x i I j J0, ,ij

≥ ∀ ∈ ∈x j J k K0, ,jk

= ∀ ∈y i I{0, 1},i

Additional constraints:
If the ports are not co-operating and only a particular port is serving

all hinterlands, then:

= ∗ ∈∗y i I1,i

∑ = ∀ ∈ ≠ ∗
∈

y i I i i0, ,
i I

i

If the three ports are co-operating and serving all hinterlands to-
gether, then:

∑ = ∀ ∈
∈

y i I3,
i I

i

3.2. Data specifications

The formulated MILP problem is subsequently run on actual data.
Table 1 presents road transport costs per km in Bangladesh, India, Nepal
and Bhutan. As transport costs data are not publicly available, three ex-
perienced freight forwarders in Bangladesh were asked for information on
how much it costs to transport a container from Chittagong to Dhaka,
which is about 273 km away. The average of highest (BDT 40,000) and
lowest (BDT 22,000) cost (depending on seasonality) was then divided by
total distance. For India, transport costs data were based on the cost of
transporting containers from Kolkata to Raxaul (India-Nepal border),
which is about 800 km and costs Rs. 76,000 (Saha, 2017). Transportation
costs in Bangladesh and India were converted to USD, based on the ex-
change rates of August 29, 2017. In the early 2000s, transportation costs
per km in Nepal were between those of Bangladesh and India
(Subramanian & Arnold, 2001). Based on this, the per km cost for Nepal
was set at USD 1.40. Finally, as all Bhutan bound containers are to be
transhipped at the same inland terminal (Phuentsholing), transportation
costs in Bhutan will not affect the results of our model. Therefore, costs in
Bhutan were arbitrarily assumed to be USD 1.10.

Terminal handling charges (THC) represent a large part of a ship-
per's total transhipment costs. While THC of transhipment containers
are usually lower than those of gateway containers in most ports of the
world, the situation is the opposite in our case. Transhipment THC in
the three ports considered here are presented in Table 2. It should be
noted that Chittagong and Mongla offer discounts on listed prices in
order to augment market share, as their transhipment volumes are
negligible at the moment.

Kolkata has nearly doubled its capacity in 2012, while both
Chittagong and Mongla are expanding capacity continuously, devel-
oping new terminals. Notwithstanding this, both Kolkata and
Chittagong are facing chronic congestion and deteriorating service
quality. As a result, we assume here that the two ports utilize 90% of
their total capacity at most. Both ports are important gateways for the
external trade of their country. For instance, 90% of Bangladeshi sea-
borne trade goes through the port Chittagong (CPA, 2017), while
Kolkata ranked number three among all Indian ports in terms of con-
tainer throughput in 2016–2017 (Kolkata Port Trust, 2017). We
therefore assume here that the ports cannot dedicate more than 30% of
their utilized capacity, at most, to the handling of transhipment con-
tainers, over their own gateway demand (the available transhipment
capacity of a port is defined below in Table 3 as the minimum of its
extra capacity and 30% of utilized capacity).

Table 1
Transportation costs per km (in USD).

Bangladesh Bhutan India Nepal

Per km transportation cost (road) 1.36 1.10 1.52 1.40

Note: costs include all expenses of the transport provider plus its profit. Sources:
Bangladesh (telephone interview with experts), Bhutan (set arbitrarily), India
(Saha, 2017) and Nepal (approximate, based on Subramanian & Arnold, 2001).

Table 2
Container handling charges at ports (in USD per TEU).

Ports Usual handling
charges

Transhipment handling
charges

Special cases

Kolkata 75.25 112.87 90.30 (if one leg is
foreign and another is
coastal)

Chittagong 43.40 65.10 –
Mongla 43.40 55.40 –

Sources: Revised Port Rates 2016 (Kolkata Port Trust, 2017), Tariff on Goods
and Vessels ETC (CPA, 2017), Bangladesh Port of Mongla Additional Informa-
tion (http://dlca.logcluster.org).
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The goal of this study is to find out how to better serve the international
trade demands of Nepal and Bhutan, and the hinterlands of the landlocked
regions of India, using the available transhipment capacities of the coastal
ports of Bangladesh and India. Transhipment demands are presented in
Table 4. One of the main assumptions in determining these demands is that
the transhipped containers are coming from outside India and Bangladesh.
In other words, existing inter-regional trade among Nepal, Bhutan, Ban-
gladesh and India is not considered as demand for transhipment. Therefore,
all transhipment containers would transit an intermediate country. In
Table 4, Nepal's demand is the same as the total number of containers
transhipped at Kolkata in 2014 (Taneja et al., 2016). About 150 container
are transhipped to Bhutan from Kolkata each month (Saha, 2017). How-
ever, the demand of Seven Sister States could not be found in any of the
available sources. As the distances between Kolkata and Guwahati (about
1080 km), and Kolkata to Agartala (about 1640 km) are very long in the
existing route (Sen et al., 2011), the cargo traffic potential of the SSS is still
underexplored. A simple approximation rule is thus employed: as the po-
pulation of SSS is about double that of Nepal, the demand of SSS is de-
termined as double the transhipment demand of Nepal.

4. Results of the optimization model

The optimization model of Section 3 is solved with the use of the SAS
software. The results show the number of containers to be transhipped
from each port to the landlocked regions, through their respective inland
terminals, under different port cooperation scenarios, while minimizing
port user costs or maximizing port transhipment revenue. The first two
cases in Table 5 represent the current situation, and the latter represent
two hypothesised cases where ports cooperate. Findings are compared to
identify the economic potential of cooperation.

4.1. Optimal routes, costs and revenues

Case 1. Kolkata serves all landlocked hinterlands — user cost
minimization problem.

This represents the current situation. We attempt to find port user
costs by solving this as a cost minimisation problem. Results are

subsequently compared with the optimum port user costs, were
Kolkata, Chittagong and Mongla ports to ‘cooperate’. Transhipment
container flows are presented in Table 6. The optimum user cost for
transhipping containers is USD 656.64 million.

Case 2. Kolkata serves all landlocked hinterlands — port revenue
maximization problem.

Again, similar to Case 1, this represents the current situation where
Kolkata is serving all landlocked hinterlands. This time though the
problem has been solved as a port revenue maximization one. Findings
are subsequently compared with the optimum port revenue when ports
‘cooperate’. Transhipment container flows are presented in Table 7.
Optimum port revenue is USD 16.73 million.

Case 3. All ports cooperate — user cost minimization problem.

In this hypothetical case, Kolkata, Chittagong and Mongla cooperate
and serve all the landlocked hinterlands together, acting as a port alli-
ance. Optimum user costs in this case are then compared with the costs
in Case 1, to see whether such cooperation could benefit port users in
terms of increasing their utility. Transhipment container flows are
shown in Table 8. From a user's perspective, the minimum cost of
transhipping all containers is USD 601.86 million.

Case 4. All ports cooperate — port revenue maximization problem.

While port users are interested in the minimization of their costs,
the port authority strives for the maximization of its revenue from
transhipment services. Again, in the situation where ports cooperate
and act as an alliance, the transhipment container flows are shown in
Table 9 for the revenue maximization problem. The optimum revenue
in the port cooperation scenario is USD 16.64 million.

4.2. Sensitivity analysis

Naturally, the transport and geo-economic scenarios of the region are

Table 3
Available handling capacity for container transhipment (in TEU).

Containers handled
(2014), α

Total capacity, β Capacity at 90%
utilization, γ

Extra capacity
Δ=(γ− α)

Max 30% for transhipment,
θ=(0.30 ∗ γ)

Available for transhipment,
ϕ=min |Δ, θ|

Kolkata 630,094 1,600,000 1,440,000 809,906 432,000 432,000
Chittagong 1,867,062 2,352,039 2,116,835 249,773 635,051 249,773
Mongla 42,137 100,000 90,000 47,863 27,000 27,000

Source: containers handled and capacity in 2014- Kolkata Port (Kolkata Port Trust, 2017), Chittagong Port (HPC, 2014), Mongla Port (Islam, 2017; MPA, 2017).

Table 4
Demand for transhipment containers at the landlocked hinterlands.

Nepal Bhutan Seven Sister

Demand of transhipment containers (TEUs) 56,330 1800 112,660

Source: Nepal (Taneja et al., 2016), Bhutan (Saha, 2017), Seven Sister States
(approx.)

Table 5
Current and hypothetical cases.

Type Case Objective function

Current situation Case 1 Kolkata serves all landlocked hinterlands User cost minimization problem
Case 2 Kolkata serves all landlocked hinterlands Transhipment revenue maximization problem

Hypothetical cooperation Case 3 All ports cooperate User cost minimization problem
Case 4 All ports cooperate Transhipment revenue maximization problem

Table 6
Transhipment flows — Kolkata acts as singleton in a cost minimization pro-
blem.

Route (port to inland
terminal)

TEUs Route (terminal to
hinterland)

TEUs

Kolkata→ Birgunj 56,330 Birgunj→Nepal 56,330
Kolkata→ Phentsholing 1800 Phentsholing→ Bhutan 1800
Kolkata→Guwahati 0 Guwahati→ SSS 0
Kolkata→Agartala 112,660 Agartala→ SSS 112,660
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bound to change in the medium to long-run (Munim & Schramm, 2018):
transport demand itself will of course change; ports will need to expand
capacity; and users' port choice will influence terminal handling charges at
each port. For a better insight to possible outcomes, as well as to test the
robustness of the findings in the previous section—were ports to cooperate,
we carry out sensitivity analysis considering a number of scenarios such as
assuming equal transhipment THC at ports, 20% increase in the tranship-
ment capacity of ports, and different demand volatilities.

As depicted in Table 2, THC for transhipment containers are cur-
rently different at different ports. Were ports to cooperate more in the
future, tacitly or openly, for instance by allowing shippers greater
choice, as discussed above, variability in THC might decline and
transhipment charges at the three ports could converge. We in this light
assume the same transhipment THC in all ports (i.e. USD 100), and we
solve this as a user cost minimization problem. Results are presented in
Table 10. The optimum users' cost is USD 608.01 million.

Following the same rationale as in the previous section, we now
assume equal transhipment THC in all ports (i.e. USD 100), when both
origin and destination of the transhipment load is foreign. The problem
is solved as a port revenue maximization one. Results are presented in
Table 11. The optimum revenue is USD 17.08 million.

We next assume that the demand of the landlocked regions may
vary over the next five years within a range of −20% to +20%.
Assuming constant returns to scale, the ports — in coordination or
otherwise — may decide to increase transhipment capacity by 20%
during this period. Sensitivity analysis results for the port users' cost

minimization problem are presented in Table 12 and for the ports'
revenue maximization problem in Table 13.

Overall, in the users' cost minimization problem, the increase in
transhipment capacity reduces users' optimum cost (Table 12), but ca-
pacity expansion does not seem to affect port optimal revenue from
transhipment (Table 13).

5. Discussion and conclusions

There have been many discussions on using the ports of Bangladesh,
for facilitating the international trade of Nepal and Bhutan, instead of
using only the Indian port of Kolkata as is the situation today. The use
of Bangladeshi ports is expected to improve international trade service
quality by reducing transport costs and lead-times of Nepali and
Bhutanese traders (Nayak, 2016). Similar would be the results from
using Bangladeshi ports to serve the Seven Sister States of India (Islam,
2008; Sen et al., 2011). However, to the best of our knowledge, no
empirical study exists to date, demonstrating the economic potential of
such a possible future development. We have thus formulated the in-
termodal transhipment facility for Nepal, Bhutan and the landlocked
regions of Northeast India as a network optimization problem and we
have solved it using the MILP method.

Our results in Section 4 show that the total container transhipment
demand of the landlocked regions could be certainly met by the available
transhipment capacity of the considered ports. In all port user cost mini-
mization problems where ports are cooperating, Kolkata tranships mostly
to Bhutan via the inland terminal at Phuentsholing (see Tables 8, 10 and
12). The rest of the containers are transhipped through Chittagong and
Mongla. In the port users' cost minimization problem representing the
current situation — where only Kolkata tranships containers to the land-
locked regions (Case 1), the optimum cost to port users is the highest,
compared to the scenario whereby ports are cooperating (see Table 14).
Another notable finding is that the difference between the optimum cost in
Case 3 and Scenario 1 in Table 10 is only USD 6.15 million, whereas the
difference between Case 3 and Case 1 is USD 54.78 million. Recalling the
assumption of equal THC for transhipment containers in Scenario 1 in
Table 10, it could be concluded that inland transportation costs influence
the container transhipment flows to distant hinterlands more than the
transhipment THC at ports.

In the port revenue optimization problem instead, the difference in port
optimum revenue between Case 4 (ports cooperate), Case 2 (only Kolkata
serves the landlocked regions) and Scenario 1 in Table 11, is rather negli-
gible, although slightly higher in the latter case (see Table 15). Therefore,
although Kolkata may not appreciate the idea of losing revenue through
cooperation, it nevertheless sees clearly the gains to be had in the interna-
tional trade of its landlocked regions through lower transport costs, shorter
transportation times and reduced travel distances, if Bangladeshi ports could
also be used. As a result, and as already mentioned above, the Indian
government has made an agreement with Bangladesh, allowing it access to
Indian roads as a quid pro quo for transhipping containers to its Seven Sister
States through Bangladeshi ports.

Such a cooperation would not only contribute to the achievement of
the policy goals of national governments, but it would also facilitate the
sustainability and efficiency of their public investments (Donselaar &
Kolkman, 2010). It is worth noting in this context that Myanmar is also
interested in providing transhipment services to India, for their
Northeast regions (Sen et al., 2011). However, the distance from the
port of Myanmar closest to the Seven Sister States is much longer than
the distance from the ports of Bangladesh. Finally, the potential of
Mongla Port must also be recognized due to its proximity to the land-
locked regions. The port operates in full transhipment capacity in all
scenarios while minimizing port user costs (see Tables 8 and 12). The
government of Bangladesh may consider increasing the capacity of
Mongla Port to attract more transhipment traffic.

The benefits for Bangladesh are obvious. The country will not only earn
revenue from transhipment fees but it could start utilizing its potential to

Table 7
Transhipment flows — Kolkata acts as singleton in a revenue maximization
problem.

Route (port to inland
terminal)

TEUs Route (terminal to
hinterland)

TEUs

Kolkata→ Birgunj 56,330 Birgunj→Nepal 56,330
Kolkata→ Phentsholing 1800 Phentsholing→ Bhutan 1800
Kolkata→Guwahati 0 Guwahati→ SSS 0
Kolkata→Agartala 112,660 Agartala→ SSS 112,660

Table 8
Transhipment flows — ports cooperate in a cost minimization problem.

Route (port to inland
terminal)

TEUs Route (terminal to
hinterland)

TEUs

Kolkata→ Birgunj 0 Birgunj→Nepal 0
Chittagong→ Kakarvita 29,330 Kakarvita→Nepal 56,330
Mongla→ Kakarvita 27,000
Kolkata→ Phentsholing 1500 Phentsholing→ Bhutan 1800
Chittagong→ Phentsholing 300
Mongla→ Phentsholing 0
Kolkata→Guwahati 0 Guwahati→ SSS 0
Kolkata→Agartala 0 Agartala→ SSS 112,660
Chittagong→Agartala 112,660
Mongla→Agartala 0

Table 9
Transhipment flows — ports cooperate in a revenue maximization problem.

Route (port to inland
terminal)

TEUs Route (terminal to
hinterland)

TEUs

Kolkata→ Birgunj 56,330 Birgunj→Nepal 56,330
Chittagong→ Kakarvita 0 Kakarvita→Nepal 0
Mongla→ Kakarvita 0
Kolkata→ Phentsholing 1800 Phentsholing→ Bhutan 1800
Chittagong→ Phentsholing 0
Mongla→ Phentsholing 0
Kolkata→Guwahati 0 Guwahati→ SSS 0
Kolkata→Agartala 109,660 Agartala→ SSS 112,660
Chittagong→Agartala 1500
Mongla→Agartala 1500
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Table 10
Optimum user costs when ports cooperate and transhipment costs are equal.

Scenario Capacity (TEUs) Demand (TEUs) Transhipment volume (TEUs) Optimal result (million USD)

Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Nepal Bhutan SSS Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Users' cost

1a 432,000 249,773 27,000 56,330 1800 112,660 1500 142,290 27,000 608.01

a Transhipment THC are assumed equal to USD 100 in all ports for loads with origin and destination in a foreign country.

Table 11
Ports' optimum revenue when ports cooperate and transhipment costs are equal.

Scenario Capacity (TEUs) Demand (TEUs) Transhipment volume (TEUs) Optimal result (million USD)

Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Nepal Bhutan SSS Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Ports' revenue

1a 432,000 249,773 27,000 56,330 1800 112,660 1800 167,490 1500 17.08

a Transhipment THC are assumed equal to USD 100 in all ports for loads with origin and destination in a foreign country.

Table 12
Sensitivity analysis of the user cost minimization problem when ports cooperate.

Scenario Capacity (TEUs) Demand (TEUs) Transhipment volume (TEUs) Optimal result (million USD)

Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Nepal Bhutan SSS Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Users' cost

1 432,000 249,773 27,000 50,697 1620 101,394 1500 125,211 27,000 541.24
2 432,000 249,773 27,000 45,064 1440 90,128 1500 108,132 27,000 480.62
3 432,000 249,773 27,000 61,963 1980 123,926 1500 159,369 27,000 662.48
4 432,000 249,773 27,000 67,596 2160 135,192 1500 176,448 27,000 723.10
5 518,400 299,728 32,400 50,697 1620 101,394 1500 119,811 32,400 540.34
6 518,400 299,728 32,400 45,064 1440 90,128 1500 102,732 32,400 479.72
7 518,400 299,728 32,400 61,963 1980 123,926 1500 153,969 32,400 661.58
8 518,400 299,728 32,400 67,596 2160 135,192 1500 171,048 32,400 722.20

Sensitivity scenarios - (1) current capacity, 10% decrease in demand; (2) current capacity, 20% decrease in demand; (3) current capacity, 10% increase in demand;
(4) current capacity, 20% increase in demand; (5) 20% capacity increase, 10% decrease in demand; (6) 20% capacity increase, 20% decrease in demand; (7) 20%
capacity increase, 10% increase in demand; (8) 20% capacity increase, 20% increase in demand.

Table 13
Sensitivity analysis of the port revenue maximization problem when ports cooperate.

Scenario Capacity (TEUs) Demand (TEUs) Transhipment volume (TEUs) Optimal result (million USD)

Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Nepal Bhutan SSS Kolkata Chittagong Mongla Ports' revenue

1 432,000 249,773 27,000 50,697 1620 101,394 150,711 1500 1500 14.97
2 432,000 249,773 27,000 45,064 1440 90,128 133,632 1500 1500 13.30
3 432,000 249,773 27,000 61,963 1980 123,926 184,869 1500 1500 18.32
4 432,000 249,773 27,000 67,596 2160 135,192 201,948 1500 1500 19.99
5 518,400 299,728 32,400 50,697 1620 101,394 150,711 1500 1500 14.97
6 518,400 299,728 32,400 45,064 1440 90,128 133,632 1500 1500 13.30
7 518,400 299,728 32,400 61,963 1980 123,926 184,869 1500 1500 18.32
8 518,400 299,728 32,400 67,596 2160 135,192 201,948 1500 1500 19.99

Sensitivity scenarios - (1) current capacity, 10% decrease in demand; (2) current capacity, 20% decrease in demand; (3) current capacity, 10% increase in demand;
(4) current capacity, 20% increase in demand; (5) 20% capacity increase, 10% decrease in demand; (6) 20% capacity increase, 20% decrease in demand; (7) 20%
capacity increase, 10% increase in demand; (8) 20% capacity increase, 20% increase in demand.

Table 14
Port users' optimum cost.

Port users' cost minimization cases Million USD

All ports are cooperating (Case 3) 601.86
Only Kolkata is serving (Case 1) 656.64
Ports cooperate and transhipment costs (THC) are equal 608.01

Table 15
Port optimum revenue.

Port revenue maximization cases million USD

Ports cooperate (Case 4) 16.64
Only Kolkata is serving (Case 2) 16.73
Ports cooperate and transhipment costs (THC) are equal 17.08
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become an intermodal transhipment hub in the region, vis à vis the plans of
neighbouring Myanmar (Munim, Saeed, & Larsen, 2018).

The quality of hinterland connectivity, through intermodal trans-
port chains, plays a key role for the competitiveness of a port
(Notteboom & Rodrigue, 2005; Van Der Horst & De Langen, 2008) and,
apparently, larger hinterlands increase the attractiveness of a port to
shipping lines (Van den Berg et al., 2012). In this light, the intermodal
transhipment service through Chittagong and Mongla proposed here
would not only improve the attractiveness of these ports to shipping
lines, but it could also justify the Bangladesh government's masterplan
to build a new deep-sea port at Sonadia (Rahmatullah, 2009).

Intermodal services usually start with only one mode of transport-

either road or rail. Over time, following the development of the inter-
modal network, different modes of transport come into play, mostly the
environmentally most sustainable ones. As road only is considered in
our study, integration of other transport modes to the proposed trans-
hipment network should be considered in future research. Bangladesh
has a well-developed inland waterway network. Designing an IWT
network to serve Nepal, Bhutan and the Seven Sister States of India,
using Mongla and Chittagong ports, should be attempted. As market
competition is expected to change, as a result of the proposed trans-
hipment network model presented here, the equilibrium transit fees for
accessing Indian and Bangladeshi ports and road infrastructure should
be estimated to address the issue of transhipment pricing.

Appendix A. Nearest neighbour and 3-opt heuristics for shortest route selection

In the tables below, bold represent the selected routes and their respective travel distance as the solution of travelling salesman problem.
Summation of all bold numbers in each of the tables is the total travel distance of the respective transport network. Travel routes are shown in Fig. 5.

Seven Sisters Network Problem (nearest neighbour heuristics)

Entry with Guwahati Guwahati
(Asam)

Itanager (Arunachal
Pradesh)

Dimapur
(Nagaland)

Imphal
(Manipur)

Aizawl
(Miroram)

Agartala
(Tipura)

Shillong
(Meghalaya)

Guwahati (Asam) 0 332 289 489 488 548 98.6
Itanager (Arunachal Pradesh) 332 0 377 568 568 775 413
Dimapur (Nagaland) 289 377 0 202 466 555 339
Imphal (Manipur) 489 568 202 0 406 538 470
Aizawl (Miroram) 488 686 466 406 0 401 413
Agartala (Tipura) 548 775 555 538 401 0 461
Shillong (Meghalaya) 98.6 413 339 470 413 461 0

Distance data based on map.google.com; total distance: 2553.60 km.

Seven Sisters Network Problem (3-opt heuristics in addition to nearest neighbour)

Entry with Guwahati Guwahati
(Asam)

Itanager (Arunachal
Pradesh)

Dimapur
(Nagaland)

Imphal
(Manipur)

Aizawl
(Miroram)

Agartala
(Tipura)

Shillong
(Meghalaya)

Guwahati (Asam) 0 332 289 489 488 548 98.6
Itanager (Arunachal Pradesh) 332 0 377 568 568 775 413
Dimapur (Nagaland) 289 377 0 202 466 555 339
Imphal (Manipur) 489 568 202 0 406 538 470
Aizawl (Miroram) 488 686 466 406 0 401 413
Agartala (Tipura) 548 775 555 538 401 0 461
Shillong (Meghalaya) 98.6 413 339 470 413 461 0

Distance data based on map.google.com; total distance: 2277.6 km.

Seven Sisters Network Problem (nearest neighbour heuristics)

Entry with Agartala Guwahati
(Asam)

Itanager (Arunachal
Pradesh)

Dimapur
(Nagaland)

Imphal
(Manipur)

Aizawl
(Miroram)

Agartala
(Tipura)

Shillong
(Meghalaya)

Guwahati (Asam) 0 332 289 489 488 548 98.6
Itanager (Arunachal Pradesh) 332 0 377 568 568 775 413
Dimapur (Nagaland) 289 377 0 202 466 555 339
Imphal (Manipur) 489 568 202 0 406 538 470
Aizawl (Miroram) 488 686 466 406 0 401 413
Agartala (Tipura) 548 775 555 538 401 0 461
Shillong (Meghalaya) 98.6 413 339 470 413 461 0
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Distance data based on map.google.com; total distance: 2584.60 km.

Seven Sisters Network Problem (3-opt heuristics in addition to nearest neighbour)

Entry with Agartala Guwahati
(Asam)

Itanager (Arunachal
Pradesh)

Dimapur
(Nagaland)

Imphal
(Manipur)

Aizawl
(Miroram)

Agartala
(Tipura)

Shillong
(Meghalaya)

Guwahati (Asam) 0 332 289 489 488 548 98.6
Itanager (Arunachal Pradesh) 332 0 377 568 568 775 413
Dimapur (Nagaland) 289 377 0 202 466 555 339
Imphal (Manipur) 489 568 202 0 406 538 470
Aizawl (Miroram) 488 686 466 406 0 401 413
Agartala (Tipura) 548 775 555 538 401 0 461
Shillong (Meghalaya) 98.6 413 339 470 413 461 0

Distance data based on map.google.com; total distance: 2277.6 km.

Nepal Network Problem (nearest neighbour heuristics)

Entry with Birgunj/Kakarvita Kathmandu Pokhara Lekhnath Bharatpur Biratnagar Birgunj

Kathmandu 0 203 154 376 136
Pokhara Lekhnath 203 0 134 518 255
Bharatpur 154 134 0 391 128
Biratnagar 376 518 391 0 310
Birgunj 136 255 128 310 0

Distance data based on map.google.com; total distance: 1151 km, but an additional 218 km (for Kakarvita-Biratnagar roundtrip) was considered
while transhipping containers through Kakarvita inland terminal.
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